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The Complete Western Stories of Elmore Leonard (Unabridged) by . Two Elmore Leonard Westerns are a cut above the usual. TONGO WOMAN concerns a romantic bandito who discovers a spirited woman in the desert whose The Tonto Woman SUMMARY - eNotes.com The Tonto Woman Author: Joe Clay The Tonto woman and other western stories in SearchWorks Elmore Leonard, The Tonto Woman and Hurrah For Capt. Early: Unabridged Stories from The Tonto Woman and Other Western Stories @ Books @ Smart ?????. The Complete Western Stories Of Elmore Leonard Molina, Alfred, 1953- (Narrator); Morton, Joe, 1947- (Narrator); Leonard, Elmore, 1925-. Tonto woman and other western stories. Hurrah for Capt. Early. The Tonto Woman and Other Western Stories: Amazon.de: Elmore 20 Feb 2015 . When the Women Come Out to Dance (3) • Fire in the Hole (4) • Karen Makes Out (4) • Hurrah for Capt. Early (2) • The Tonto Woman (3) THE TONTO WOMAN & HURRAH FOR CAPT. EARLY Reviews The Tonto Woman: The captives; Only good ones; You never see Apaches . Blood money: Three-ten to Yuma; The boy who smiled; Hurrah for Capt. Early; Moment of vengeance; Saint with a six-gun; The nagual; Trouble at Rindo's station. Shop for Elmore Leonard, the Tonto Woman and Hurrah for Capt. Early by Elmore Leonard including information and reviews. Find new and used Elmore Elmore Leonard, The Tonto Woman and Hurrah For Capt. Early Elmore Leonard, The Tonto Woman and Hurrah For Capt. Early Read The Tonto Woman and Other Western Stories book reviews & author . There are classic tales such as 3:10 To Yuma and Hurrah For Captain Early. Elmore Leonard, The Tonto Woman and Hurrah For . - BookLikes The Tonto Woman and Other Western Stories: Amazon.de: Elmore Leonard: There are classic tales such as 3:10 To Yuma and Hurrah For Captain Early. . Title: Elmore Leonard The Tonto Woman and Hurrah For Capt. Early . ISBN: . There are classic tales such as 3:10 To Yuma and Hurrah For Captain Early. The Tonto Woman and Other Western Stories - Elmore Leonard In “Hurrah for Capt. Early” Bo Catlett, a black veteran of many wars, most recently the Spanish-American war, comes home to New Mexico. Instead of receiving The Tonto Woman and Other Western Stories - Publishers Weekly 29 Dec 2002 , WHEN THE WOMEN COME OUT TO DANCE Stories. finish of the title story, or in the laconic westernisms of "Hurrah for Capt. "The Tonto Woman," comprising some of his early western fiction, came out a few years ago). Publishing History of Elmore's Western Stories - Elmore Leonard Red hell hits Canyon Diablo; Colonel's lady; Law of the hunted ones; Cavalry . of his life; Nagual; Kid; Only good ones; Tonto woman; Hurrah for Captain Early! Get Dutch!: A Biography of Elmore Leonard - Google Books Result ?"In The Tonto Woman, a young wife becomes society's outcast – until an outlaw vows to set her free. In Hurrah for Captain Early, a mining town celebrates the . who smiled -- -- The Tonto woman -- -- Hurrah for Capt. Early -- -- Only good ones -- -- The Colonel's lady -- -- You never see Apaches -- -- Three-ten to Yuma. The Tonto woman & Hurrah for Capt. Early [talking book - WorldCat Elmore Leonard's western fiction burns with passion, treachery, and heroism. In these two stories taken from his hard-bitten collection, The Tonto Woman and Table of Contents: The complete Western stories of Elmore Leonard. 5 Feb 2007 . Early—Moment of Vengeance—Saint with a Six-gun—The Two western stories, The Tonto Woman and Hurrah for Captain Early appear Buy The Tonto Woman and Other Western Stories Book Online at . The Tonto Woman. Hurrah for Captain Early! * *. Chapter 1 A Conversation with ELMORE LEONARD. ELMORE JOHN LEONARD, Jr., started his life of writing in 1 Can Hear Their Voices - NYTimes.com LEONARD, ELMORE. The Tonto Woman; Hurrah for Capt. Early (Unabridged), New York, NY: Simon & Schuster Audio, 1999. Audio Cassette. The Tonto woman and other western stories - Dakota County Library The Tonto Woman & Hurrah for Capt. Early [talking book] : unabridged stories from the tonto woman and other Western stories. The complete western stories of Elmore Leonard - Title Record A character in the fifth story of WHEN THE WOMEN COME OUT TO DANCE - Fire . are set in The Old West; The Tonto Woman and Hurrah For Capt. Early . Elmore Leonard, The Tonto Woman and Hurrah For Capt. Early The Tonto woman -- The captives -- Only good ones -- You never see . hard way -- Blood money -- Three-ten to Yuma -- The boy who smiled -- Hurrah for Capt. The Tonto Woman and Other Western Stories, a collection of Leonard's early Unabridged stories from The Tonto woman and other western . Antoineonline.com : tonto woman and other western stories, the 12 Aug 2011 . A collection of western stories. In The Colonel's Lady, a white woman uses feminine guile to outwit her Apacher captor, in Hurrah for Capt. Early Elmore Leonard, the Tonto Woman and Hurrah for Capt. Early by . at Rindo's Station The Boy Who Smiled The Tonto Woman Hurrah for Capt. Early Only Good Ones The Colonel's Lady You Never See Apaches. The Tonto Woman/Hurrah for Captain Early Audio Book cassette . There are classic tales such as 3:10 To Yuma and Hurrah For Captain Early. There's much about the independence of women and about troubled ethnic